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Chapter 3991: Freedom 

 

“It’s funny that I thought it was a magic array and a great opportunity. I didn’t expect it to be a huge 

hidden danger.” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold. He moved and appeared in front of the Second Heaven, which was the 

sect of the Samsara Sect. 

He now dominated the will of the heavenly axiom in the Divine Beginning Realm. He could easily appear 

in every corner of the Divine Beginning Realm with just a thought. 

Looking at the huge sect ahead, Jian Wushuang directly released his divine power. 

Although because he was in the Divine Beginning Realm, he could not fully display his strength. Even his 

divine might could only display a part of it. However, this part of his divine might, to the Samsara sect, 

it’s already shocking. 

!! 

Countless cultivators in the entire Samsara sect began to tremble under this divine power, while the sect 

master and the elders of the Samsara sect appeared in front of Jian Wushuang as fast as they could. 

“Pay respects to the Blood Sword Master.” Samsara Master and those elders all opened their mouths in 

unison, extremely respectful. 

“May I know why Master Blood Sword has come to our Samsara sect?” The Samsara Sect Master was 

very nervous. He was well aware of Jian Wushuang’s strength and status. With one word from him, the 

entire Samsara Sect would probably be destroyed. There was no chance for him to struggle. 

“Samsara Sect Master, you, as one of the many elders of the Samsara Sect who participated in the battle 

with the Devil Cloud Star, should also know about the hidden dangers in the Divine Beginning Realm.” 

Jian Wushuang stared at the Samsara Sect Master calmly. 

“I know a little.” The Samsara Sect Master nodded. 

“Well, take a look at this.” Jian Wushuang waved his hand and directly activated the awareness of the 

Samsara Sect Master and the elders, looking at the bottom of the Samsara Heaven Region. 

Soon, the Samsara Sect Master and the elders saw the huge life and death vortex at the bottom of the 

Samsara Heaven Region. 

“Oh my God.” 

“What is that?” 

The Samsara Sect Master and the elders were shocked. 



Although the headquarters of the Samsara sect was above the life and death vortex and the Samsara 

Heaven Region had always been their treasure, they did not know about the huge life and death vortex 

at the bottom of the Samsara Heaven Region. 

“It’s a layer of magic formation. It was once set up by the three Saint Realms to squeeze the potential of 

the Divine Beginning Realm. Later, the founder of your Samsara Sect, the Samsara Patriarch, discovered 

it. He thought it was an opportunity, so he placed your headquarters here,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Is that so?” Samsara Sect Master looked at Jian Wushuang and asked, “Blood Sword Master, are you 

here to destroy the formation?” 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded, “However, your Samsara Sect is right above the formation. If I destroy 

the formation, your Samsara Sect will be destroyed as well. That’s why I came to inform you. After all, 

your Samsara Sect contributed to the previous battle. I won’t destroy your Samsara Sect directly, but I 

hope you can move your sect to another place as soon as possible.” 

“I understand.” 

The Samsara Sect Master took a deep breath. He knew that since the formation was harmful to the 

Divine Beginning Realm, it must be destroyed. Now that Jian Wushuang came to them and asked them 

to relocate the sect, it was for their own good. 

“Blood Sword Master, it will take some time to prepare for the relocation of a sect,” the Samsara Sect 

Master said with a frown. 

“I know. I’ll give you one month. I’ll make a move in one month,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“One month?” Samsara Sect Master nodded slightly. 

One month was a little short, but it was enough for the Samsara sect disciples to move to other places. 

Moreover, Samsara Sect Master knew very well that since the war was constantly damaging the Divine 

Beginning Realm, Jian Wushuang would not let it continue to exist for long. 

It was already very kind of Jian Wushuang to give them a month. 

“Thank you, Blood Sword Master,” Samsara Sect Master said gratefully. 

“Okay.” Jian Wushuang nodded and left immediately. 

Then, Jian Wushuang went to several other places where there were great hidden dangers. 

Those places were not the headquarters of some sects, but they were also very remote. Some of them 

were even in dangerous places. 

However, for Jian Wushuang now, any dangerous places in the Divine Beginning Realm posed no danger 

to him. He easily arrived at those places where there were hidden dangers and immediately attacked 

them, he destroyed the means and magic formations that the three Saint Realms had set up. 

A month later, Jian Wushuang returned to the Samsara sect. By now, the Samsara sect had almost been 

relocated. At least the expert disciples had left. 



Jian Wushuang did not hesitate. He directly attacked and destroyed the huge vortex of life and death 

with just one sword strike. 

Since then, the many means and formations set up by the three Saint Realms in the Divine Beginning 

Realm had been removed. At that moment, Jian Wushuang clearly felt that the Divine Beginning Realm 

seemed to have been relieved of a heavy burden. 

The entire Divine Beginning Realm began to change for the better. He believed that it would not be long 

before it returned to its normal state. 

The crisis in the Divine Beginning Realm, including the hidden dangers, had been resolved. 

Outside the Divine Beginning Realm, in the vast universe void. 

Jian Wushuang stood there with his hands behind his back. In front of him stood a number of rulers. 

These rulers were naturally the prisoners that Jian Wushuang had brought back from the eternal dark 

prison. Although Star Demon Ancestor had devoured more than a dozen of these prisoners in the 

previous battle, there were still more than 20 who survived, Demon Dragon Lord, Devil Scorpion Lord, 

and Spark Master were all still alive. 

“As I said before, I will release you in advance. However, after I release you, you’d better leave this star 

field immediately. Of course, it doesn’t matter if you don’t leave, but I don’t want anyone to do evil in 

this star field. Otherwise, I will directly take action and not just enslave you. I will kill him. You should 

understand that I have the strength,” Jian Wushuang said coldly. 

Upon hearing Jian Wushuang’s words, the servants were all shocked. 

If they had been forced to submit to Jian Wushuang in the eternal dark prison, they would have been 

more or less unconvinced. 

But now…they had witnessed how Jian Wushuang had killed Star Demon Ancestor. His terrifying 

strength was at the top of the fourth-level masters. 

Now, Jian Wushuang was no different from killing chickens. Naturally, they did not dare to doubt his 

words. 

“Alright, go.” 

Jian Wushuang waved his hand and instantly withdrew the brand he had left in the slaves’ soul origin. 

The slaves were shocked and their faces were filled with ecstasy. 

Then they bowed respectfully to Jian Wushuang and left. 

… 

Chapter 3992: Eternal Island 

 

In the Divine Beginning Realm, a special Temporal was hidden in the Third Heaven. 



This special Temporal was an endless sea, and in the center of the sea was a huge island. 

This island had many immortal lakes, spiritual trees, various immortal birds, and flying beasts. There 

were also many exquisite manors on the island. The manors were dazzling with flowers and were as 

beautiful as a fairyland on Earth. 

The island was called the Eternal Island. 

“From today on, our family will live on the Eternal Island.” Jian Wushuang stood in the center of the 

manors, with his wife and his parents and relatives beside him. 

!! 

“It’s so beautiful here.” A delicate-looking red-clothed girl looked around the manors and exclaimed. 

Her name was Zhuo Yiyi, and she was the granddaughter of Jian Wushuang’s elder brother, Zhuo Peng. If 

Jian Wushuang was called Jian Wushuang, he would have to call her third grandpa. After all, Jian 

Wushuang was the third brother of the Zhuo family. 

“I spent a lot of money to build this island. Of course it’s beautiful.” Jian Wushuang smiled and looked at 

the girl in red with a hint of love. 

He had lived two lives. In his first life, his parents only had one son. Although he had reunited with his 

wife, he did not have any children. 

In his second life, he was the third son of the Zhuo family. His eldest sister, Zhuo Bing, and his second 

brother, Zhuo Peng, had long been married and had children. After so many years, the children had 

already multiplied, there were tens of thousands of direct family members in the Zhuo family. However, 

only a few of the tens of thousands of Zhuo family members were able to come to the Eternal Island. 

Only the most direct four generations of family members were able to come here. 

As for the Eternal Island, it was built by Jian Wushuang on purpose. 

The Divine Beginning Realm had been completely settled down and there would be no more crisis in the 

future. He no longer had any burden on his body. In the following days, he wanted to stay on the Eternal 

Island with his wife, he wanted to live with his family. 

The name of the island was eternal, but it also meant immortal. 

He hoped that he could always be by his family’s side. 

As for the universe…perhaps he would go to the universe when he was too bored in the Divine 

Beginning Realm, but it was still too early. 

After resolving the crisis, Jian Wushuang naturally wanted to live a peaceful and peaceful life. 

“Husband,” Leng Rushuang suddenly said. 

“Well, what’s wrong?” Jian Wushuang looked at Leng Rushuang. 

“Let me tell you something.” Leng Rushuang quietly whispered in Jian Wushuang’s ear, “I have a baby.” 

“You have a baby?” Jian Wushuang was puzzled and did not react immediately. “What do you mean?” 



“What do you mean you have a baby?” Leng Rushuang rolled her eyes at Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang suddenly understood. His eyes instantly widened as he stared at Leng Rushuang. 

“Shuang ‘er, are you serious?” Jian Wushuang’s voice trembled. 

“Of course I’m serious.” Leng Rushuang laughed. 

“Haha, we have it. We have it.” Jian Wushuang laughed. His smile was a little silly. He did not look like an 

absolute beginning master, the strongest expert in the entire star field. Instead, he looked like a child. 

“What’s wrong? Shuang ‘er, what are you laughing at?” Jian Nantian and the others walked over. 

“Father, mother, I, I’m going to be a father.” Jian Wushuang was so excited that he did not know what to 

say. 

“What?” The surrounding people were stunned at first, but then they were pleasantly surprised. 

“I’m going to be a grandfather?” Jian Nantian’s eyes were also wide open. 

“Nantian, we’re going to have a grandson?” Ji Wumeng was also a little confused. 

Then, the entire Eternal Island was in an unprecedented joyous mood. 

Twenty years passed in the blink of an eye. 

In the manor on the Eternal Island. 

“Father, you don’t know. My brother’s talent in sword principle is really incredible. He is definitely the 

most talented in sword principle I have ever seen. I think you can consider taking him as your disciple. It 

would be a pity if such a sword principle genius were to be taken away by others.” A handsome young 

man in a silver robe stood in the open space of the manor, they were talking leisurely. 

Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang were casually sitting opposite each other at the stone table in front 

of the silver-robed young man. Jian Wushuang was leisurely drinking a pot of wine, as if he had not 

heard what the silver-robed young man said. 

As for Leng Rushuang, she just smiled and said, “Qing ‘er, how long have you been out training? How 

many geniuses have you seen? How can you ask your father to take you as his disciple? Your father has 

high expectations.” 

The silver-robed young man whom Leng Rushuang called ‘Qing ‘er’ was her and Jian Wushuang’s son, 

Jian Qing. 

Jian Qing grew up on the Eternal Island. Because of his parents, he was born with great talent. In 

addition, there were countless resources on the island, and he was personally taught by Jian Wushuang, 

in just over ten years, he had reached the immortal saint level. When Jian Qing was 16 years old, Jian 

Wushuang allowed him to travel alone in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

Although he only traveled alone, Jian Wushuang had left several tricks on Jian Qing. These tricks were 

only activated when Jian Qing was in a life-or-death crisis. Once they were activated, not to mention the 



Divine Beginning Realm…even in this star field, no one could kill him, so Jian Wushuang was naturally at 

ease. 

Jian Qing had traveled in the Divine Beginning Realm for four years, and now he had returned here. As 

soon as he returned, he told Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang about his good friend’s heaven-defying 

talent in sword principle. 

However, Jian Wushuang did not take it to heart. 

What a joke. Jian Qing had only been out for four years, and he was only at the immortal saint level. 

How many geniuses could he meet? 

Even if his good friend’s talent in sword principle was extremely high, it was only for ordinary experts. 

Perhaps an ordinary Principles Master or even a Ruler would be attracted to such a genius. 

However, with Jian Wushuang’s strength, it was very difficult for him to find a genius in the Divine 

Beginning Realm who could satisfy him and make him want to take him as a disciple. 

Jian Qing curled his lips at Leng Rushuang’s words and did not say anything. He had stayed in the Eternal 

Island for so long. Although he still did not know his father’s true strength and identity, he knew one 

thing very well, his father was very, very powerful. 

He was a Principles Master who was considered a top expert in the Divine Beginning Realm. He had to 

kneel in front of his father. Even a Ruler had to be respectful in front of his father. 

“Qing ‘er, how long do you plan to stay here?” Jian Wushuang finally took a look at Jian Qing. 

“I just came back to visit you, father and mother. You’re leaving soon,” Jian Qing said. 

“When are you going to come back?” Jian Wushuang asked again. 

“In a few months, when my sister is born, I’ll come back,” Jian Qing said. 

Jian Wushuang could not help glancing at Leng Rushuang’s belly, which was slightly bulging, which made 

Jian Wushuang smile in his heart. 

Yes, he and Leng Rushuang’s second child had been pregnant for three months, and Jian Wushuang had 

long known that the second child was a daughter. 

… 

Chapter 3993: 36,000 Years 

 

Seven months later, Jian Wushuang’s daughter was born. Jian Wushuang named her Xuan ‘Er. 

In terms of talent, Jian Xuan ‘Er was no less talented than Jian Qing, but she was much more obedient 

and sensible than Jian Qing. 

Jian Qing was a more flamboyant and lawless character. In addition, his father, Jian Wushuang, was 

wandering around in the Divine Beginning Realm. 



Of course, Jian Qing was very kind and did not bully the weak. Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang had 

taught him this since they were young. 

Jian Xuan ‘Er, on the other hand, had been very obedient since she was young. She followed the rules 

and was completely different from Jian Qing. 

!! 

Jian Wushuang also taught them how to behave when they were young. As for how they would behave 

in the Divine Beginning Realm, he did not care. He and Leng Rushuang lived on the Eternal Island and 

occasionally went around, they went to every corner of the Divine Beginning Realm and lived a very 

carefree life. 

However, while they lived a carefree life, Jian Wushuang’s cultivation did not lag behind. 

It must be known that he was now in control of the will of the Heavenly Dao in the Divine Beginning 

Realm. He could use the will of the Heavenly Dao to meditate at all times and even stir up the universe. 

In addition, he had just become a Ruler and his strength was in an explosive stage. With such a huge 

innate advantage, his improvement speed was also extraordinary. 

However, no matter how great his improvement was or how strong his strength was, there was no room 

for him to display his strength in this star field. 

Time was merciless, and time continued to pass. 

In the blink of an eye, 36,000 years had passed since the end of the battle and the Divine Beginning 

Realm was completely settled. 

On the Eternal Island, in the manor. 

Jian Wushuang casually sat there. In front of him, there was a strong young man who was nearly two 

meters tall. He was brandishing a huge axe and practicing his axe skill. 

Because he was on the island, the strong young man did not use divine power and only used the 

profound essence of the axe skill. However, the momentum of his axe skill was still very shocking. 

After a while, the strong young man stopped what he was doing and stood there, looking at Jian 

Wushuang nervously. 

Jian Wushuang nodded slightly and said, “It’s not bad for you to reach this stage in 30 years. However, 

your understanding of the axe principle is still too weak. You need to improve more.” 

“Yes.” The burly young man nodded heavily. 

“Father, the secret realm that Bei Yi was in was very special. It was too narrow and many cultivators did 

not have any research on the axe principle. Although Bei Yi is the strongest expert in the secret realm, 

he did not receive any guidance before. He just relied on his own ability to reach that level. He started 

very late in the axe principle. In addition, it has only been 30 years. I think he has made great progress.” 

Jian Xuan ‘Er, who was dressed in purple, said. 



Jian Xuan ‘Er completely inherited her mother’s beauty and was born with the same beauty. The 

difference was that her mother, Leng Rushuang, was cold by nature. It was Jian Wushuang who opened 

her window, while Jian Xuan ‘Er was not in a cold mood. 

“What? I just agreed to your matter, and you’re so eager to speak for him?” Jian Wushuang glanced at 

Jian Xuan ‘Er. 

“Of course not.” Jian Xuan ‘Er blushed and lowered her head in shame. 

The burly young man touched the back of his head and smiled. 

Leng Rushuang shook her head and smiled when she saw this. 

Jian Xuan ‘Er was the apple of their eyes. Jian Wushuang had always valued her. 36,000 years had 

passed, and Jian Xuan ‘Er and Jian Qing had already broken through to Principles Master. 

Jian Qing had already married and had children a long time ago. Now, he even had a lot of grandchildren 

and great-grandchildren. 

However, Jian Xuan ‘Er had very high expectations and had never found a suitable husband. 

Until 100 years ago, when Jian Wushuang and his wife took Jian Xuan ‘Er on a trip in a secret realm of 

heaven and earth, they saw Bei Yi. 

At that time, the secret realm of heaven and earth happened to be in a life-and-death crisis. Its situation 

was almost comparable to that of the Divine Beginning Realm 36,000 years ago. In the Bald Man in 

crisis, it was Bei Yi, the acknowledged number one expert of the secret realm of Heaven and earth, he 

had risked his life to fight a powerful enemy alone. 

In the end, he killed the enemy, but he was in a desperate situation and was almost certain to die. 

Jian Wushuang looked at Bei Yi and thought of the crisis in the Divine Beginning Realm. He was also 

determined to die and wanted to fight with Patriarch Devil. He was moved and saved Bei Yi, then he 

brought Bei Yi back to the Eternal Island. 

Since then, Bei Yi had temporarily lived on the Eternal Island. At first, it was nothing. Who would have 

thought that his daughter, Jian Xuan ‘Er, would witness Bei Yi risking his life to fight the enemy for his 

hometown, she became very interested in Bei Yi. 

Jian Xuan ‘Er often came to see Bei Yi. After a while, the two actually developed feelings for each other. 

Until 30 years ago, when the two of them completely confirmed their relationship, Jian Wushuang did 

not object and directly agreed. 

There was nothing to object to. Jian Wushuang saved Bei Yi himself, so his character was absolutely fine. 

As for his strength, although it was a little weak, Jian Wushuang did not care at all as long as his 

daughter liked it. 

From that day on, Jian Wushuang also taught Bei Yi to comprehend the axe principle. 

“Eh?” Jian Wushuang’s expression suddenly changed. He waved his hand and said, “Xuan ‘Er, Bei Yi, you 

two go to the side first. Your Uncle Xuan ‘Er is here.” 



“Uncle Xuan ‘Er?” Jian Xuan ‘Er was delighted. 

She was Jian Wushuang’s daughter, which was equivalent to the princess of the entire Divine Beginning 

Realm. The leaders of the Divine Beginning Realm, such as Daoist Xuan ‘Er and Temporal Temple Master, 

all doted on Jian Xuan ‘Er. 

Soon, Daoist Xuan God appeared in the manor, accompanied by another person. 

“Master Chenyun?” Jian Wushuang was surprised. 

“Greetings, Master Blood Sword.” Master Chenyun stood in front of Jian Wushuang, looking extremely 

humble. 

During the battle 36,000 years ago, Master Chenyun had been watching from the surrounding void and 

had witnessed everything. 

He saw Jian Wushuang break through to become a Ruler, attract the arrival of universal principles, and 

then kill Star Demon Ancestor with lightning speed. 

Later, he found out that Jian Wushuang had taken over the Divine Beginning Realm. 

After all, Jian Wushuang had comprehended a trace of universal principles at the level of Principles 

Master, and he was a special life form. Just these two points alone made him an incredible genius with 

immeasurable potential, the Nine Emperor Pavilion valued him very much. 

But later, Jian Wushuang took over another star world? His potential was even greater and more 

terrifying. 

Even the higher-ups of the Nine Emperor Pavilion personally ordered him to try his best to befriend Jian 

Wushuang. Clearly, the Nine Emperor Pavilion valued Jian Wushuang, the super genius, more than 

before. 

Chapter 3994: Excitement 

 

“Chenyun, did you ask Xuan God to bring you here?” Jian Wushuang looked at Master Chenyun. 

“Yes.” Master Chenyun nodded. “To tell you the truth, I’m here today because I received a piece of news 

that should be very important to you, Blood Sword Master.” 

“Oh?” Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. 

His name had been listed on the Nine Emperor List. In the future, the Nine Emperor Pavilion could ask 

him for a favor. 

The Nine Emperor Pavilion would try their best to keep an eye out for any information related to him. 

!! 

Apparently, Master Chenyun knew that he was involved in something, so he came to look for him. 



“For a piece of news, just send me a message directly. Why do I need you to come personally?” Jian 

Wushuang said with a faint smile. 

“I’m afraid it’s difficult to talk about this matter with just a message. I can only come personally. Blood 

Sword Master, you’d better take a look at this.” Master Chenyun took out a token, he directly guided 

the message contained in the token. 

Jian Wushuang immediately began to read the message carefully. 

“Hmm, a reward token?” Jian Wushuang was surprised. 

The token that Master Chenyun took out contained a reward. 

The reward was from a force called Thundergod Palace in the Nine Luminaries Star Field. 

“The Nine Luminaries Star Field is a big star field, and Thundergod Palace is one of the four most 

powerful forces in the Nine Luminaries Star Field. Of course, these are not the most important things. 

The most important thing is, master blood sword, take a closer look,” Master Chenyun said. 

Jian Wushuang continued to read. 

There was a reward column in the bounty notice. 

There were two kinds of rewards. One was to provide the specific location of the other party, and after 

confirming the truth, one could get 100 universe origin stones as a reward. 

The second was to kill or capture the other party alive, and one could get a middle-grade principle 

treasure and 500 origin stones as a reward. 

It had to be said that the reward was very tempting. 

Jian Wushuang was very clear about the value of the universe origin stones. When he sold a low-grade 

principle treasure in the Nine Emperor Pavilion, he only got 150 origin stones. 

Now, as long as he provided the specific location of the person on the bounty, he could get 100 universe 

origin stones. This was the entire wealth of many fourth-level Rulers, and some even poorer fifth-level 

Rulers, it was estimated that their total wealth was only about 100 universe origin stones. 

If they killed or captured the target alive, the reward would be even more shocking. A middle-grade 

principle supreme treasure plus 500 universe origin stones were enough to drive fourth-level and fifth-

level Rulers crazy. 

After all, many fifth-level Rulers did not have a principle supreme treasure, let alone a middle-grade 

principle supreme treasure? 

“What kind of hatred would make the Thundergod Palace issue such a high reward?” Jian Wushuang 

was puzzled, and then he continued to look down. 

However, when he saw the name of the person on the bounty, he was stunned. 

The name of the person on the bounty was…Xuan Yi! 

“Xuan Yi?” Jian Wushuang’s body trembled, and he frowned. “Is it just a coincidence?” 



The universe was too vast, and there were countless cultivators. Naturally, there were many people with 

the same name. 

If Jian Wushuang’s name was in the universe, there would be at least 100,000 people with the same 

name as his master. 

There must be many people in the natural universe who had the same name as his Master Xuan Yi. 

Jian Wushuang subconsciously thought it was a coincidence. However, when he saw a lifelike portrait at 

the bottom of the bounty notice, he was completely stunned. 

The portrait depicted a middle-aged man in green. The middle-aged man was tall, tall, and handsome. 

Just by looking at his appearance, he gave off an extremely warm feeling, and there was an otherworldly 

air between his brows, he had a wild and unrestrained temperament. 

He was like a mortal immortal standing on a mountain peak, overlooking 10,000 living beings. 

He was also like a boundless sea, containing everything in the world. 

This was a person who was admired and fascinating just by looking at him with the naked eye. 

There was a smile on his lips as if the entire universe was under his control. 

However, no matter how fascinating this person was or how unique his temperament was, it was not 

the key. 

The key was that Jian Wushuang was too familiar with this person. 

Whether it was his appearance in the portrait or his unique temperament, they were all identical. 

This person was Jian Wushuang’s master, Xuan Yi! 

“It’s my master, it’s him!” Jian Wushuang was so excited that his body was trembling crazily. 

“Xuan Yi?” Xuan God Daoist was also stunned. 

Although he had come with Master Chenyun, he had not seen the bounty before. He did not even know 

why Master Chenyun had come to find Jian Wushuang. 

Therefore, when he saw the bounty and the portrait, he was a little confused. 

Naturally, he recognized that the person in the portrait was Xuan Yi. 

There was no mistake. Moreover, the name of the person on the bounty was Xuan Yi. 

His name, appearance, and even temperament were exactly the same. It was impossible for them to be 

two people. 

“It’s really master, it’s really him!” 

“He’s not dead, he’s not dead!” 

Jian Wushuang was so excited that he did not know what to say. 



With his current strength, especially in this star field, there was almost nothing that could make him so 

excited, even if it was a peerless principle treasure that appeared in the three battlefields, at most, he 

was only slightly happy. 

But now, it was different. 

It was his master! 

He had lived two lives. If he did not mention his parents, the person he was most grateful to and 

respected was definitely his master Xuan Yi! 

Moreover, his master was like a father. To a certain extent, his master Xuan Yi was no different from his 

father in his eyes. 

The death of his master was an irreparable scar in Jian Wushuang’s heart. However, there was nothing 

Jian Wushuang could do. After all, his master had died before he was born, at that time, he had only 

been in contact with the consciousness left by his master. The only thing he could do was to complete 

his master’s mission and protect the Divine Beginning Realm. 

In the end, he did it. 

The Divine Beginning Realm had been completely stabilized. 

But now, at this moment, Master Chenyun came and showed him a reward for his master? 

“Master Chenyun, when was this reward issued?” Jian Wushuang stared at Master Chenyun. 

“After I got this reward, I asked. It was issued 1,000 years ago. It’s said that the person in the reward 

created a huge storm in the Nine Luminaries Star Field 1,000 years ago and offended the Thundergod 

Palace so badly that they issued the reward for him,” Master Chenyun said. 

… 

Chapter 3995: Decision 

 

“A thousand years ago?” Jian Wushuang was ecstatic. 

The bounty order issued a thousand years ago clearly allowed his master to appear in the Nine 

Luminaries Great Star Field a thousand years ago and caused a huge storm. 

His master, Xuan Yi, was really alive. 

“I thought my master was dead.” Jian Wushuang’s body trembled. 

Many years ago, in the first war between the Divine Beginning Realm and the Demon Cloud Star, the 

Demon Cloud Star was completely defeated and the Seven Star Mysterious Sect was destroyed. His 

master was also killed in that war. 

Even his corpse was still in the Eternal Chaotic World. 



When he was refining the Eternal Chaotic World, he saw the consciousness left by Xuan Yi. Xuan Yi told 

him that he was dead. 

Jian Wushuang no longer doubted it. He had always thought that his master was dead. What he had 

encountered before was only a remnant soul of his master. 

However, if he thought about it carefully, Jian Wushuang could find something wrong. 

First of all, his master’s methods were too incredible. 

His master, Xuan Yi, was not only the first perfect life in the Divine Beginning Realm. Most importantly, 

he was able to create a second perfect life when he was only left with a remnant soul after his death, 

that was Jian Wushuang. 

It seemed that creating a perfect life form had only taken some twists and turns, and it was also a fluke. 

But in fact, how rare was a perfect life form? In terms of rarity, it was even rarer than a super genius 

who had comprehended a trace of the universe’s laws, which was rare even in billions of star worlds. 

Such a life form was very rare even in the vast universe. 

However, Xuan Yi had created it himself and succeeded. 

And the heaven-cleaving skill! 

This was an extremely powerful divine ability, which was of great help to Jian Wushuang. He could let 

the special life form exert its innate advantage. 

This secret skill was also very terrifying. 

Jian Wushuang had seen Blood Wave in the Blood Wave Realm. Blood Wave came from the Life Palace, 

which was an alliance of top forces gathered by the special life forms in the vast universe. 

Even among the top forces in the universe such as the Life Palace, only their extremely powerful palace 

master had created a life divine power that could maximize the innate advantage of the special life 

form, furthermore, when this palace master created the life divine ability, he had spent a long time to 

study it and finally created it with great difficulty. 

In terms of level, perhaps the heaven-cleaving technique could not compare to the life divine ability, but 

the nature of the two was extremely similar. 

Even Blood Wave felt incredulous when he found out that Xuan Yi had created the heaven-cleaving 

technique. Because when Blood Wave was created, not to mention Principles Masters, even Rulers and 

even paragons…it was impossible to create a secret technique like that. 

But mystic one did it. 

In addition, there was the eternal chaos of the world! 

When his master Xuan Yi had already been defeated in the great battle back then, he used a great 

method to completely seal the seven-star divine territory. Furthermore, through the evolution of the 

formation, he actually gradually transformed the seven-star divine territory into a complete Heavenly 

Dao cycle, in the end, he had even made Jian Wushuang recognize him as his master. 



This method was equally incredible to Jian Wushuang! 

Creating a perfect life, creating the heaven-cleaving skill, and turning the Eternal Chaotic World into a 

complete cycle of Heavenly Dao were three things that ordinary experts could not do. 

For example, Jian Wushuang’s strength should be far stronger than his master’s at his peak. However, if 

he was asked to do all three things, he would definitely not be able to accomplish any of them. 

However, his master did all of them. 

“Master may not be strong in battle, but he has the most unfathomable means that I know of. Even Star 

Demon Patriarch, who has special divine power and special devouring power, is far inferior to master,” 

Jian Wushuang murmured. 

Previously, Jian Wushuang thought that his master was really dead, but he did not really think about it. 

He only thought that his master had a special opportunity to use his means. 

But now that he thought about it carefully, Jian Wushuang realized that his master’s means were not 

something that could be used and completed by ordinary opportunities. 

There was no doubt that his master had a big secret. 

Even his master’s origin was not as simple as Jian Wushuang knew. 

Even the enormous corpse that was still lying in the Eternal Chaotic World, Jian Wushuang was not sure 

whether it was really his master’s corpse. 

“What is the origin of Master? And what is his purpose for doing all this? He is clearly still alive, but why 

does he say that he is dead?” 

Jian Wushuang frowned and was at a loss. He had too many questions, too many questions. 

Unfortunately, no one could answer him. 

After a while, Jian Wushuang’s eyes suddenly shone with a fierce light. 

“Shuang ‘er.” Jian Wushuang looked at Leng Rushuang beside him and said, “I’ve decided to explore the 

universe. I’ll go to the Nine Luminaries Star Field.” 

“Huh?” Leng Rushuang was stunned, but she was not surprised. 

She had been with Jian Wushuang for so many years, so she knew how much Jian Wushuang loved his 

master. 

Previously, Jian Wushuang thought that his master was dead, so he had nothing to worry about. He was 

not in a hurry to explore the universe. Instead, he stayed in the Divine Beginning Realm and lived a 

carefree life with her. 

However, now that he knew that his master was still alive and in the Nine Luminaries Star Field, he could 

no longer sit still. 

“Father, are you going to the depths of the Universe?” Jian Xuan ‘Er raised her eyebrows and 

immediately looked over. She then said directly, “I want to go too.” 



“Nonsense!” Jian Wushuang scolded in a low voice, “Do you think I’m going to the depths of the 

universe to play? 

“The universe is vast and full of dangers. Although I’m invincible in this star field, I’m nothing in the vast 

universe. Even if I go to the depths of the universe, I have to tread on thin ice and be cautious 

everywhere. How can I protect you? 

“This time, only your mother and I will go to the universe. As for you and Qing ‘er, stay in the Divine 

Beginning Realm and keep your grandparents company.” 

Jian Wushuang’s tone was cold, and there was no room for negotiation. 

He could not take Jian Xuan ‘Er or Jian Qing to the universe. As for his wife, Leng Rushuang, her strength 

had improved a lot over the years because of the heart of the astral world, she was now a second-level 

Ruler and was very close to the third-level. In addition, she had the inheritance of supreme fog, so her 

battle strength was very strong. She was no less than a third-level Ruler, that was why Jian Wushuang 

was willing to let Leng Rushuang go with him. 

Otherwise, he did not want his wife to go with him. 
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Jian Xuan ‘Er bit her lips. Although she knew her father was right, she was still unwilling to accept it. 

Seeing her daughter like this, Jian Wushuang’s heart softened, he said, “Xuan ‘Er, listen to me. Although 

father and mother will leave the Divine Beginning Realm and explore the universe, both of us will have 

consciousness avatars. With consciousness avatars, you can still talk to us at any time.” 

“Can consciousness avatars be the same as the original body?” Jian Xuan ‘Er’s eyes were red. 

Jian Wushuang was helpless. It was Leng Rushuang who went up and tried to calm Jian Xuan ‘Er down. 

In fact, Jian Xuan ‘Er had been very obedient since she was young. But this time, when she knew that her 

father and mother were going to leave the Divine Beginning Realm and take risks in the vast universe, 

she was naturally worried. 

“Xuan ‘Er, go and call Qing ‘Er, your grandparents, and the others over,” Leng Rushuang said. 

“Okay.” Jian Xuan ‘Er nodded and immediately went to call for them. 

“Master Chenyun.” Jian Wushuang looked at Master Chenyun in front of him with a serious expression. 

“I want to know the detailed star map leading to the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field and everything 

about it.” 

“No problem.” Master Chenyun nodded. “When I came here, I had already sorted out the star map and 

the information about the Nine Luminaries Star Field. It’s in this jade slip. Blood Sword Master, you can 

explore it slowly.” 

Master Chenyun handed a jade slip to Jian Wushuang. Jian Wushuang took it and scanned it with his 

consciousness. 



“Well, it’s so far?” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

The first thing he looked at was the star map, which marked the star fields he would pass by and the 

approximate time it would take. 

According to Master Chenyun’s estimation, if he traveled through the universe void at his own speed, it 

would take him at least millions of years to reach the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field from this star 

field, this was the time he needed to travel without encountering any trouble. 

The universe was too big. 

The Nine Luminaries Star Field was not the edge of the universe. It was indeed far from where they were 

now. 

Of course, the Nine Luminaries Star Field was still not the depths of the universe. If Jian Wushuang 

wanted to travel deeper into the universe in the future, the distance would be even greater and the 

time needed would be longer. 

“It will take millions of years just to travel, tsk tsk…” Jian Wushuang could not help but exclaim. After all, 

he had only cultivated for about 300,000 years. 

“Fortunately, Devil Cloud Star Master has a complete universe boat. After I killed Star Demon Ancestor, 

the universe boat fell into my hands. Using the universe boat to travel in the universe void, the speed is 

at least 100 times faster than that of an ordinary Ruler. Millions of years will save 100 times the time, 

which is tens of thousands of years, at most 100,000 years,” Jian Wushuang thought. 

Nearly 100,000 years was not a short time, but Jian Wushuang had no choice but to go to the Nine 

Luminaries Star Field. 

If he wanted to save time, he would have to pay a great price to travel through one universe tunnel after 

another. However, the cost of traveling through a universe tunnel between a star field and a star field 

was extremely high. 

If he had to travel through a universe tunnel from this star field to the Nine Luminaries Star Field, the 

price would be too high for Jian Wushuang to bear. 

“I can’t help it. I can only travel by universe boat in most star fields. There are only a few star fields that 

can be crossed. I can pay a price to take the universe passage, which will save me a lot of time,” Jian 

Wushuang muttered. 

At this moment, Jian Wushuang’s expression changed again. 

He saw a star field on the star map given by Master Chenyun. 

This star field was called the Purple Micro Star Field. It was a medium-sized star field. 

In the vast universe, there were indeed different sizes of star fields. 

The first thing that could be called a large star field was that there would definitely be a grade one star 

field in this star field! 



A grade one star field was much, much stronger than a grade two star field. Under normal 

circumstances, if a grade one star field grew to its peak, it would be able to give birth to a large batch of 

Rulers, there were even countless Rulers in the third, fourth, and even fifth grades. In fact, when a grade 

1 astral world grew up, it would definitely have an ultimate Ruler overseeing it. 

If it was in the depths of the universe, a grade 1 astral world would even have a supreme expert 

overseeing it! 

Other than a grade 1 astral world, there were at least tens or even hundreds of grade 2 astral worlds in a 

large starfield. As for grade 3 astral worlds, there were thousands or even tens of thousands of them. 

There were countless of them. 

A first-grade astral world, dozens or hundreds of second-grade astral worlds, and a large number of 

third-grade astral worlds could form a large star field. 

For example, in the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field, there were first-grade astral worlds. 

As for medium-sized star fields, they were far inferior to large star fields. However, there were still 

several second-grade or even dozens of second-grade star fields. There were also a large number of 

third-grade star fields. 

As for small-sized starfields…those that could become small-sized starfields had to have at least one 

second-grade starfield. 

For example, the Starfield where Devil Cloud Star was located was a small-sized starfield. 

And the starfield where the Divine Beginning Realm was located at the very edge of the universe. It was 

the most barren place and didn’t even have a second-grade starfield. There were only a few dozen third-

grade starfields. This starfield was simply an unrated starfield. 

Because of this, this star field did not even have a name until now. 

The reason why Jian Wushuang paid attention to the Purple Micro Star Field was because he had heard 

from the nine Emperor Pavilion that the Ruler of star field was from the Purple Micro Star Field. 

The Ruler of Star Field was Leng Ruxue’s master. 

The Ruler of Star Field had appeared during the war with the Devil Cloud Star 36,000 years ago. 

However, after the death of the Star Master of the Devil Cloud Star, the Ruler of star field immediately 

fled. Even Jian Wushuang did not know where she went, he could only ask Ruler Chen Yun to investigate 

and find out about the existence of the Purple Micro Star Field. 

If Jian Wushuang guessed correctly, Ruler star Luo should have returned to the Purple Micro Star Field 

by now. Moreover, Leng Ruxue was most likely in the Purple Micro Star Field. 

After all, Leng Ruxue was a consciousness derived from Leng Rushuang. Her existence was a thorn to 

both Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang. If there was a chance, they had to resolve this matter. 

Now, Jian Wushuang found that he was going to pass by the Purple Micro Star Field on his way to the 

Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. 



“It’s good that I’ll get to the Purple Micro Star Field and take care of the Star Luo Ruler and Leng Ruxue 

as well.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold. 

Soon, Jian Wushuang set up a banquet and invited his family and friends in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

During the banquet, Jian Wushuang told them that he was going to leave the Divine Beginning Realm. 

These close friends and relatives of Jian Wushuang had long been prepared for this and could accept it. 

After the banquet, Jian Wushuang told Jian Xuan ‘Er and Jian Qing a few words, and then he left with 

Leng Rushuang. 

… 
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Jian Wushuang bid farewell to his family and friends one by one. He and Leng Rushuang left their 

consciousness incarnations at the same time. Then, they left the Divine Beginning Realm together. 

After leaving the Divine Beginning Realm, they did not leave this star field to explore the universe. 

Instead, they went to the three battlefields. 

First, they went to the Red Cloud World to say goodbye to Lord Wu. Then, they went to the special 

space in Devil Smoke Valley. 

In that special space, Jian Wushuang met Wind Devil again. 

Wind Devil was embarrassed when he found out that Jian Wushuang had swallowed the spiritual 

treasure pill and knew that he had lied to him on purpose. 

Knowing that Jian Wushuang was going to explore the universe, Wind Devil only gave Jian Wushuang 

four words, “Be careful.” 

After saying goodbye to Wind Devil, Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang finally started to move. 

At the edge of the star field, in the vast universe void, there was no light at all. 

A huge universe boat was rapidly moving through the universe void. 

This universe boat was obtained from Devil Cloud Star Master. It was an extremely complete universe 

boat. When it moved through the universe void, its speed was much faster than that of a ruler-level 

cultivator. 

In the universe boat, Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang sat side by side. Behind them stood a guard. 

This guard was Devil Flame. 

In order to kill Devil Cloud Star Master, Devil Flame used its strongest killing move at all costs. The 20% 

gold-swallowing divine body that he had painstakingly condensed collapsed once again. However, after 

Jian Wushuang killed Star Demon Ancestor…at the same time, he also obtained all the treasures of Devil 

Cloud Star Master. After that, he went to the nine Emperor Pavilion to exchange for a lot of treasures to 

restore Devil Flame’s divine body. 



The reason why Jian Wushuang went to the nine Emperor Pavilion to exchange for the special gems was 

that he had to send them over within 500 years. 

However, there was no need to rush this time, so the price was much higher. Over the years, the Devil 

Flame had used the special gems to restore its divine body. Now, it had recovered 20% of its divine 

body, it would take some time for him to recover 30% of his divine body. Most importantly, Jian 

Wushuang’s current wealth was not enough for him to recover 30% of his divine body. 

However, even though he had only recovered 20% of his divine body and Devil Flame was only at the 

peak of the third-level ruler realm, his battle strength was undoubtedly at the fourth-level. On this trip 

to the universe, Jian Wushuang brought Devil Flame along with him, except for his wife. 

“Shuang ‘er, we’re about to leave this star field. Are you ready to explore the universe with me?” Jian 

Wushuang glanced at his wife. 

“Of course.” Leng Rushuang nodded with a smile. 

“Well, let’s go!” 

Jian Wushuang laughed. Under his guidance, the universe boat immediately burst into terrifying speed 

and passed through the universe void in front of them. It had already left the star field, it sailed toward 

the vast universe void. 

From this day on, Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang truly began to wander and explore the universe. 

The most difficult thing about wandering in the universe void was boredom. 

Jian Wushuang was fine. He did not need to rely on his own leg strength to travel. He rode on the 

universe boat directly. Moreover, his wife had been accompanying him on the universe boat, so he 

could still endure it. 

However, in the vast universe, most of the cultivators had just left their hometown and drifted in the 

universe void. It was boundless darkness. This drifting usually lasted for tens of thousands of years or 

even hundreds of thousands of years, some cultivators could even drift in the universe for hundreds of 

thousands of years without meeting other cultivators. Such lonely and boring days were really difficult 

to endure. 

In the blink of an eye, Jian Wushuang had been driving the universe boat and traveling in the universe 

void for 3,000 years. 

In the universe boat. 

“Fortunately, we didn’t let Qing ‘er, Xuan ‘er, and the others come with us. Otherwise, with their 

temperament, they would have been unable to endure wandering in the universe for thousands of 

years,” Leng Rushuang said with a smile. 

“Although they have been born for almost 40,000 years, they haven’t experienced as much as us. Since 

they were born, everything has been smooth sailing. We have always been by their side. Under such 

circumstances, if we let them wander in the universe void, haha…” Jian Wushuang shook his head. 



During the 3,000 years that he and Leng Rushuang had spent wandering in the universe void, they had 

never felt lonely or tormented. 

“Master, according to the star map, we are about to arrive at the Purple Micro Star Field,” Devil Flame 

suddenly said. 

“The Purple Micro Star Field?”Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. 

Galaxies only appeared in the dark void of the universe. They were usually extremely vast and 

connected to different star fields. 

Jian Wushuang had read the star map in detail and knew that they would have to pass through the 

Purple Micro Star Field to go to the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. Although the Purple Micro Star 

Field was connected to a large number of star fields, there was only one medium-sized star field, it was 

the Purple Micro Star Field. It was because of this that the galaxy was named Purple Micro. 

“Before we go to the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field, we have to go to the Purple Micro Star Field. The 

Purple Micro Star Field is at the end of the Purple Micro Star Field. If we want to go there, we have to go 

through the Purple Micro Star Field completely. The process will probably take more than a thousand 

years,” Jian Wushuang said. 

The universe was too vast. Even if they took the universe boat and traveled much faster than ordinary 

cultivators, they still needed a lot of time to travel. 1,000 years was considered a relatively short time. 

As Jian Wushuang was talking, the universe boat arrived at the edge of the vast Purple Micro Star Field. 

“That’s the galaxy?” 

Jian Wushuang was still sitting in the universe boat, but he could see the vast galaxy in front of him 

through the universe boat. 

The galaxy was colorful and emitted dazzling light. It was gorgeous and dazzling in the universe void. 

“It’s so beautiful,” Leng Rushuang could not help saying. 

“Yes, it’s beautiful, but there are many dangers in the galaxy,” Jian Wushuang said. 

He looked carefully at the star chart and some information given by the Dark Cloud Lord, which 

mentioned the dangers in the galaxy. 

In the vast universe, the endless dark void of the universe was actually extremely safe, because the 

entire dark void of the universe was really too big, and there was not a single ray of light to be seen. 

Although countless cultivators had left their hometowns, it was very difficult to meet other cultivators 

after wandering in the universe dark void. 

For example, Jian Wushuang and the others had drifted here from their hometowns. They relied on the 

universe boat to travel through the universe dark void for 3,000 years. Although they passed by many 

star fields, they did not meet any cultivators. 

But the universe galaxy was completely different. 
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The galaxy of the universe was incomparably bright and dazzling in the void space of the universe. 

The most important thing was that the galaxy of the universe was vast and boundless, and it was 

connected to many star fields. Almost all the cultivators who traveled between these star fields had to 

pass through this galaxy, after all, even though cultivators could also rush to other star fields from the 

dark void space of the universe, the dark void space of the universe did not have a trace of light, and 

there were not any material symbols. Cultivators who traveled in the void space of the universe…it was 

easy to get lost, but it was different in the galaxy. 

It could be said that the galaxy was an important link for the communication between the galaxies, 

which was why there were a lot of cultivators who came and went. 

And because there were too many cultivators who came and went, there were some evil people who 

engaged in the business of plundering. These people were called space pirates. 

In the galaxy, space pirates were rampant. In the Purple Micro Galaxy before them, there were 

countless space pirates hiding. There were even a large number of space pirate forces that specialized in 

plundering cultivators who came and went. 

Around the vast Purple Micro Galaxy, there were a large number of cultivators. Most of these cultivators 

were only Principles Masters, but there were also a small number of Rulers. 

They stood in groups of two or three outside the galaxy, forming a large gathering place for cultivators. 

Buzz! 

The universe boat, which gave off an ancient aura and looked extremely majestic, immediately attracted 

the attention of many cultivators around it when it appeared at the edge of the galaxy. 

“There are so many people here?” 

Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang sat side by side in the universe boat and looked at the large number 

of cultivators outside the universe boat. 

“We’ve been wandering in the universe dark void for 3,000 years, but we haven’t seen a single 

cultivator. But now, there are so many people here. They must have drifted here from their hometowns, 

right?” Leng Rushuang sighed. 

“I think so.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

Under normal circumstances, as long as one became a Principles Master, he or she would have the 

capital to survive in the universe dark void. 

Therefore, in the universe, there were many Principles Masters who would leave their hometowns after 

reaching a certain level of strength and go deeper into the universe. There were also some who would 

come to the universe to explore after becoming a Ruler. 

There might not be many of these people from one or two star fields, but when countless star fields 

gathered at the edge of the universe, there would be more people. 



Now, there were nearly 10,000 cultivators gathered around the galaxy. 

Jian Wushuang and Leng Rushuang were talking when suddenly…many cultivators rushed toward the 

universe boat. 

They did not dare to stand in front of the universe boat. They just came to the side of the universe boat. 

Soon, voices were transmitted in. 

“Sir in the universe boat, can you take me for a ride? I’m willing to pay the price.” 

“And me. And me.” 

“Sir, please give us a ride.” 

The pleas entered Jian Wushuang’s ears, and he frowned. 

“Master, if I’m not wrong, these people gathered at the edge of the galaxy. They must know that there 

are a lot of space pirates in the galaxy. They don’t dare to go in alone, so they stay here and wait for 

more people to come. Then they form teams to go in. Of course, if there are experts who want to enter 

the galaxy, they will try to curry favor with them. After all, if there are real experts leading them, it will 

be easier for them to pass through the Purple Micro Galaxy,” Devil Flame said. 

“Do these people think we’re experts?” Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows. 

“Of course. Master, you’re riding a universe boat. In the universe, owning a complete universe boat is 

enough to prove your identity. If you ride a universe boat into the galaxy, even if you encounter space 

pirates, they won’t dare to disturb you,” Devil Flame said. 

Jian Wushuang understood. 

He also understood that the universe boat was very precious. Those who could own a complete universe 

boat in the universe were not weak. 

For example, this universe boat originally belonged to Devil Cloud star-master, who was a second-level 

star-world master. His strength had already reached the fourth-level Ruler level, and the fourth-level 

Ruler was at the edge of the universe, he was already a top expert. Under normal circumstances, he 

would not encounter any trouble if he wanted to cross the galaxy. 

After all, the Star Island in the Purple Micro Star Field was probably only at the third-grade Ruler level. It 

was hard to say whether there would be a fourth-grade Ruler. 

“Husband, should we bring these people?” Leng Rushuang asked. 

“Madam, I advise you not to.” Before Jian Wushuang could speak, Devil Flame had already spoken. 

“Why?” Leng Rushuang looked over. 

“It’s simple. The universe is dangerous.” Devil Flame said in a low voice, “Madam, you and master must 

remember these words when you travel in the universe in the future so that you can live longer. There is 

no mercy in traveling in the universe. It’s better not to get into unnecessary trouble.” 



“Devil Flame is right.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. “Since these people have decided to leave their 

hometown and venture into the universe, they should have been mentally prepared. This is their own 

choice and has nothing to do with us.” 

Jian Wushuang had obviously experienced a lot and had no sympathy for the cultivators who were 

begging outside the universe boat. 

Perhaps if the Divine Beginning Realm did not have such a life-and-death crisis, he might have come to 

the universe when he was a Principles Master, and his experience would have been similar to those 

cultivators. 

But so what? 

It was their own choice, so what did it have to do with him? 

“Let’s go, we’ll go straight into the galaxy.” Jian Wushuang waved his hand and directly drove the 

universe boat toward the vast galaxy ahead. 

The large number of cultivators surrounding the universe boat became anxious when they saw that the 

universe boat only paused for a moment before continuing forward. 

“Sir, take us on a journey.” 

“Sir, show mercy!” 

The cultivators were shouting, hoping that Jian Wushuang would stop the universe boat and let them go 

up. 

Unfortunately, the universe boat did not stop and quickly entered the galaxy. 

Seeing this, these cultivators were also helpless. 

“We entered the galaxy, but the people on the universe boat still couldn’t let us go up. What a pity.” 

“It is indeed a pity. Such a complete universe boat, the person controlling it must be a top-tier great 

being. How could ordinary space pirates dare to provoke such a great being who was adventuring in the 

galaxy?” 

“What kind of expert do you think the owner of this universe boat is?” 

“I don’t know, but according to my estimation, he must be at least a third-level master, maybe a fourth-

level master, or maybe even a fifth-level master.” 

Many cultivators outside the galaxy were talking among themselves, but they did not blame Jian 

Wushuang for ignoring them and entering the galaxy directly. 

After all, they knew the dangers of the universe, and it was the right choice for Jian Wushuang to do so. 

… 
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The dazzling galaxy was so beautiful that it was intoxicating. 

The ancient universe boat traveled through the galaxy at an extremely fast speed. 

Traveling through the galaxy was obviously different from traveling through the dark void of the 

universe. There were so many cultivators in the galaxy that Jian Wushuang and the others could easily 

meet other cultivators along the way. 

Moreover, these cultivators were almost a group of dozens or even hundreds of people working 

together. It was rare to see one person alone. 

Jian Wushuang drove the universe boat into the Purple Micro Galaxy for the second year. 

Boom! 

The starry sky in the galaxy shook, and faint waves of divine power were transmitted from the void in 

front of them. 

“There are people fighting in front, and judging from the waves, there are quite a number of people 

fighting,” Devil Flame said. 

“Husband, should we go around?” Leng Rushuang asked. 

“No need.” Jian Wushuang shook his head. “Let’s go directly.” 

Jian Wushuang did not choose to take a detour, and there was no need to take a detour. 

Although there were many dangers in the galaxy and a large number of Space Pirates, these Space 

Pirates could only threaten a large number of rule masters and some weaker Rulers. 

However, Jian Wushuang’s strength was almost invincible in this galaxy, not to mention that he was 

riding the universe boat. This alone made most of the Space Pirate gangs not dare to find trouble with 

him. 

The universe boat continued to move forward and soon arrived at the edge of the battlefield. Through 

the universe boat, Jian Wushuang could see the scene of the battlefield ahead. 

This fierce battle was a one-sided fierce battle. It could even be called a massacre. 

There were more than 200 cultivators on one side, including more than a dozen Rulers and three 

second-level Rulers. 

On the other side, there were less than 50 people. There were only six Rulers and only one second-level 

Ruler. 

The difference in strength was too great, causing the fifty-strong team to be unable to resist at all. They 

were directly swept away. From the battle until now, in just a short while, more than half of the team 

had died, the remaining people were also frantically fleeing. 

“Kill, kill them all!” 

“Haha, encountering our One Star, it’s fine if they don’t beg for mercy, but they aren’t even willing to 

pay the toll. They’re really courting death!” 



“Do you think you can walk across the Purple Micro galaxy safely with the help of a second-level Ruler? 

What a joke!” 

Rampant laughter echoed across the battlefield. 

Jian Wushuang understood immediately. 

The team of more than 200 people should be Space Pirates, and they came from a gang of Space Pirates 

called ‘One Star’. 

As for the other team, they were obviously passing by and were killed. Because they could not pay the 

price, they were slaughtered by the gang. 

In just a moment, the slaughter ended. Only two or three of the 50-man team managed to escape, while 

the rest died at the hands of One Star Space Pirates. 

“So they are Space Pirates? They are really ruthless.” Leng Rushuang frowned. 

“It’s normal. Even in the Divine Beginning Realm, the most important places for trade, there are also a 

lot of bandits. Those bandits have the same means as these Space Pirates, except that they are 

stronger.” Jian Wushuang was still very calm. 

He had experienced too much in the Divine Beginning Realm, and he had seen too much. He had also 

dealt with many bandits, so he was already numb to the scene before him. 

“Let’s go, let’s continue on our way.” Jian Wushuang drove the universe boat and continued to move 

forward. 

On the battlefield just now, the Space Pirates were busy collecting the spoils of war. 

But at this time… 

“Look over there.” A cry of surprise suddenly sounded. 

Many Space Pirates raised their heads at the same time and immediately saw an ancient and huge 

universe boat flying over. 

This scene caused the expressions of these Space Pirates to change greatly. 

“Quick, get out of the way.” The leader of the Space Pirates shouted immediately. 

Instantly, over 200 Space Pirates dashed toward the surrounding void space and made a wide path. That 

universe boat passed through the center of the battlefield without any obstruction and then 

disappeared from the sight of these Space Pirates. 

Seeing the universe boat disappear, these Space Pirates heaved a sigh of relief. 

“That was close.” The leader also sighed lightly. 

“Leader, that universe boat just now was obviously just passing by, and it didn’t have any intention of 

stopping. We don’t have to be so nervous, right?” A Space Pirate couldn’t help but ask. 



“What do you know?” The leader glared at that Space Pirate. “This is a complete universe boat. In the 

universe, to be able to own such a complete universe boat, one must be extraordinarily powerful. It’s 

very likely that he’s a Ruler above the fourth level, or someone with a big background. No matter what 

kind of person he is, he’s not someone that a small star island gang like us can afford to provoke.” 

“And we’re lucky. The people on the universe boat didn’t attack us just now. But you have to know that 

there are many eccentric people in this universe. Their behavior is eccentric, and it all depends on their 

likes and dislikes. They don’t need any reason at all. If we met such people just now, it’s very likely that 

they would kill all of us just because they saw us standing in their way.” 

“Or maybe, they are the young fellows who have just started to explore the universe but have a big 

background. Such young fellows are even scarier. They have never experienced the cruelty of the world. 

They are often merciful and abhor evil. When they see that the Space Pirates are killing the cultivators 

who are passing by, they might attack us too. Even if they can’t kill us, they will order their guards and 

servants to kill us. We won’t even have a chance to struggle.” 

“Normally, if our star islands encountered such a complete universe boat in the Milky Way, we would 

have long hidden far away, and we would not have dared to appear in front of universe boat at all. This 

time, we just happened to be in the middle of an ambush, so we did not discover it ahead of time. If we 

had discovered it ahead of time, I would have told you to stop and make way for us.” 

“Is that so?” 

Hearing the leader’s words, the surrounding star islands secretly rejoiced. 

It was true. If Jian Wushuang wanted to, he could easily kill all the pirates, but as long as the pirates did 

not provoke him or block his way, he was too lazy to do anything. 

The universe boat continued to fly in the Purple Micro Galaxy. Along the way, they could often see the 

pirates plundering wantonly. But just as Devil Flame had said, with the existence of the universe boat, 

the passing pirates would immediately move aside when they saw it, no Space Pirates would dare to 

plunder. 

Just like that, the universe boat was unimpeded in the Purple Micro galaxy and operated for 300 years. 

… 

Chapter 4000: Husband and Wife 

 

The Milky Way was still dazzling and beautiful, as if the crazy slaughter in the Milky Way only added 

some color to the Milky Way. 

The universe boat was still flying forward, but at this moment, in the void space ahead, a slaughter was 

going on. 

“Another Space Pirate.” Leng Rushuang’s eyes were cold as she looked at the battlefield ahead. 

After 300 years of traveling in the galaxy, they had encountered similar scenes many times before. 



Every time they saw the Space Pirates plundering, it was usually the cultivators who suffered. Of course, 

there were also some cultivators who were powerful or especially powerful, and the Space Pirates were 

at a disadvantage. However, this was only a minority. 

!! 

As for Jian Wushuang and the others, no one dared to provoke them in the galaxy on the universe boat. 

Seeing the battlefield in front of them, Jian Wushuang and the others did not intend to pay attention to 

it, but at this moment… 

“Husband, look over there,” Leng Rushuang suddenly said and pointed in a direction. 

Jian Wushuang followed the direction and looked over. Immediately, he saw two figures being 

surrounded and killed by six or seven Space Pirates. 

These two figures were Rulers, but the ones who were surrounding them were also Rulers. 

“Little Yue, get ready. I will risk my life to create a chance for you to escape. You must seize this chance!” 

The cold-looking man in a white robe who was holding a long spear gritted his teeth and roared. His 

eyes were bloodshot. 

“No, Brother Yun, if you want to go, Let’s go together! If you die, I won’t live anymore.” Standing behind 

the cold-looking man was a woman in red. The woman in red had a determined look on her face, and 

she did not have any intention of escaping alone. 

“What nonsense are you talking about!” The cold-faced man berated. 

The Space Pirates who were surrounding the two of them also heard their conversation and sneered, 

“What a pair of lovebirds who share life and death together. Don’t worry. The two of you will definitely 

die together. We promise.” 

“Haha, kill them!” 

The eyes of the Space Pirates were cold, and their killing intent soared to the sky. The strength they 

displayed was also very impressive. 

He burst out, obviously using a special secret skill. In a short time, his strength had reached a new level. 

“Quick, Little Yue, run, run!” The cold-faced man roared crazily. 

“No, if you want to die, let’s die together!” The red-clothed woman was extremely determined. 

This scene was completely witnessed by Jian Wushuang and the red-clothed woman on the universe 

boat. 

Jian Wushuang understood that the cold-looking man and the red-clothed woman should be a couple. 

They had come to the universe together, but unfortunately, they were killed by the Space Pirates, 

although the cold-looking man desperately wanted to give his wife a chance to escape, his wife was 

unwilling to leave him. 

Unsurprisingly, the couple would be killed here by the Space Pirates. 



“Darling, do you remember what you said to me when you were about to take the elixir and fight with 

Star Demon Ancestor?” Leng Rushuang looked at him. 

“Of course, I remember.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

At that time, he was determined to die. To a certain extent, he wanted to fight with Star Demon 

Ancestor. At that time, he told Leng Rushuang that if Star Demon Ancestor was not dead, he would let 

her leave the Divine Beginning Realm. 

But Leng Rushuang’s answer was very straightforward. She said that if he died, he would not live! 

Jian Wushuang remembered that at that time, Leng Rushuang was also as determined as the red-

clothed woman in front of him. 

“Husband, this couple is very pitiful. Let’s save them,” Leng Rushuang suddenly said. 

Jian Wushuang glanced at Leng Rushuang and nodded slightly. 

He knew that Leng Rushuang had compassion for him because she saw him in the red-clothed woman. 

Jian Wushuang did not refuse. 

“Let’s go.” 

With a thought, the universe boat, which had slowed down and almost stopped, suddenly shot through 

the galaxy at an amazing speed and arrived at the battlefield in the blink of an eye. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz! 

The appearance of the huge universe boat shocked the experts fighting on the battlefield, especially the 

Space Pirates. They could not help but stop. 

Universe boat stopped in the void around the couple. 

“You two, come in.” Jian Wushuang’s voice came from within the universe boat. 

“Are you talking about the two of us?” The cold man with scarlet eyes was stunned at first, but then he 

was ecstatic. 

“Little Yue, let’s go. Let’s get on board.” The cold-looking man brought his wife and immediately rushed 

toward the universe boat. 

A space passage appeared in the array on the universe boat, allowing the two of them to enter the 

universe boat. 

As for the Space Pirates, they were all watching this scene with their own eyes, including the six Rulers 

who had besieged the couple. Although they were anxious, none of them dared to go forward. 

A tall, muscular old man who was over three meters tall walked over. 

“Thirteen leaders, what should we do?” The six Rulers who had surrounded and killed the couple asked 

one after another. 



“Universe boat?” The muscular old man was the leader of the Space Pirates. His eyes were as big as 

copper bells, and he stared at universe boat with a gloomy expression. 

After a moment of hesitation, the burly old man walked toward the universe boat. 

“Sir, I am the 13th leader of the Ancient Yuan Star. The two people just now were the prey of the 

Ancient Yuan Star. Please return them to us,” the burly old man said in a deep voice. 

His words shocked the surrounding pirates from the Ancient Yuan Star, and then they became nervous. 

In the universe boat, Jian Wushuang looked down at the robust old man through the universe boat. 

“How dare a master at the peak of the second level come here and ask me to hand him over?” Jian 

Wushuang was also a bit surprised. 

Under normal circumstances, since he had saved the couple and rode on the universe boat, these Space 

Pirates should have been tactful and let him pass. However, the robust old man did not. Instead, he 

came here and asked them to hand him over. 

“Interesting.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

What he did not know was that although the burly old man knew that those who could own a universe 

boat were extraordinary, the Ancient Yuan Star where the burly old man was located was one of the top 

ten large-scale pirate gangs in the Zi Wei Galaxy, he was very powerful. With Ancient Yuan Star as his 

backer, he had some confidence in his heart. 

Most importantly, he did not want to lose the meat on his mouth, so he dared to come forward. 

At this moment, Jian Wushuang opened his mouth. 

“The 13th leader of Ancient Yuan Star, right? I don’t care where you come from, but I promise you that 

the couple just now will stay away. If you dare to say another word, all of you will stay.” 

Jian Wushuang did not want to waste his time talking to these Space Pirates. 

… 

 


